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Abstract

Comprehensive characterization of proteomes comprising the same proteins with distinct post-

translational modifications (PTMs) is a staggering challenge. Many such proteoforms are isomers 

(localization variants) that require separation followed by top-down or middle-down mass-

spectrometric analyses, but condensed-phase separations are ineffective in those size ranges. The 

variants for “middle-down” peptides were resolved by differential ion mobility spectrometry 

(FAIMS) relying on the mobility increment at high electric fields, but not previously by linear IMS 

based on absolute mobility. We now use complete histone tails with diverse PTMs on alternative 

sites to demonstrate that high-resolution linear IMS, here trapped IMS (TIMS), broadly resolves 

the variants of ~50 residues fully or into binary mixtures quantifiable by tandem MS, largely 

thanks to orthogonal separations across charge states. Separations using traveling-wave (TWIMS) 

and/or involving various timescales and electrospray ionization source conditions are similar (with 

lower resolution for TWIMS), showing the transferability of results across linear IMS instruments. 

The linear IMS and FAIMS dimensions are substantially orthogonal, suggesting FAIMS/IMS/MS 

as a powerful platform for proteoform analyses.
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As the proteomics tools mature, the front line moves to characterizing proteoforms and 

revealing the activity-modulating impacts of post-translational modifications (PTMs).1–5 

Many proteoforms feature different numbers or type of PTMs, detectable by mass 

spectrometry (MS) on the basis of the mass increment.6 Others are isomers with identical 

PTMs on different residues.7–9 Such “localization variants” are individually distinguishable 

by unique fragments in tandem MS, particularly employing electron transfer dissociation 

(ETD) that severs the protein backbone while retaining weaker PTM links.3,7,9–11 The 

conundrum is that multiple variants frequently coexist in cells, but MS/MS cannot 

disentangle mixtures of more than two, as those with PTMs on internal sites yield no unique 

fragments.12,13 This calls for variant separation at least to binary mixtures before the 

MS/MS step.12–14 Liquid chromatography (LC) could resolve some variants for peptides in 

the “bottom-up” mass range (<2.5 kDa) usual for tryptic digests,15 but not “middle-down” 

peptides (2.5 – 10 kDa) or intact proteins. Unfortunately, splitting proteins into peptides 

using proteases precludes global PTM mapping by obliterating the proteoform-specific 

connectivity information between the modified peptides.9,16

This problem is most prominent for histones that combine exceptional importance to life 

with great diversity of PTM types and sites.9,16–26 Histones (H2A, H2B, H3, and H4) 

consisting of ~100 – 140 residues are nucleosome core particles - the spools that store the 

DNA in cell nuclei and regulate chromatin structure and function through dynamic 

reversible PTMs including methylation (me), trimethylation (me3), acetylation (ac), 

phosphorylation (p), and others.9,14,16–26 Permuting their order and modulating the site 

occupation levels in this “histone code” drastically alters the activity of the whole genome, 

defined chromatin domains, genomic regions, and/or individual genes. Nearly all PTMs in 

histones are on the enzymatically cleavable N-terminal domains (“tails”) protruding from the 

nucleosome.16,24-25 The H3 tail of ~50 residues is cleavable by the endoproteinase Glu-C, 

and its characterization approaches that of intact histone.23–25

A growing alternative to LC is ion mobility spectrometry (IMS), which is based on the ion 

transport in gases driven by an electric field,27,28 with key benefits of speed and distinct 

(often superior) selectivity. Linear IMS27 measures the absolute ion mobility (K) at low field 

strength (E), whereas differential or field asymmetric waveform IMS (FAIMS)28 relies on 

the difference between K at high and low E elicited by an asymmetric waveform. That ΔK is 

less correlated29,30 to the ion mass (m) than K, rendering FAIMS more orthogonal to MS 

than linear IMS is - by about 4-fold for many biomolecular classes comprising peptides.31,32 

Therefore, FAIMS commonly separates isomers better than linear IMS of the same resolving 
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power (R), including peptides with sequence inversions32 and localization variants with 

diverse PTMs.14,33–37 In particular, complete histone tails and their segments involving 

various PTMs and sites have been resolved.14,34,35

Linear IMS separations of such variants were limited to phosphopeptides under −1.5 kDa.
38,39 Expanding this capability to larger peptides and smaller PTMs is topical, as linear IMS 

platforms can be more sensitive than high-definition FAIMS. They also determine the 

collision cross section (Ω) unavailable from FAIMS,27,28 which may help under-standing 

and predicting the PTM-controlled differences in stability of peptide folds with implications 

for activity in vivo.40 Here we deploy linear IMS in the commercial traveling wave 

(TWIMS)41–47 and trapped (TIMS)48–53 platforms to separate localization variants for 

complete histone tails. The instrumental resolving power of TIMS can exceed 300, far over 

~50 with TWIMS.42,53,54 However, R for proteins in linear IMS has been capped at ~30 by 

peak broadening due to conformational multiplicity.55,56 A critical advantage of TIMS is 

achieving for some protein conformers same peak width as for small peptides, as in FAIMS.
52,57

We utilize the H3 variants investigated14 by FAIMS to compare performance and evaluate 

the orthogonality between two dimensions for middle-down proteoforms. We also inspect 

the correlation between TWIMS and TIMS to gauge the transferability across linear IMS 

platforms.

Experimental Methods

We probed the 18 H3.1 tails (residues 2 – 51, monoisotopic mass 5,350 Da) with PTMs (me, 

me3, ac, and p) in biologically relevant positions (Table 1).14 These were fused by native 

chemical ligation58 from two 25-residue peptides assembled by solid-state synthesis 

involving modified amino acids.14 Protonated peptides were generated by electrospray 

ionization (ESI). The IMS/MS spectra were acquired for each species individually, with 

separations verified using equimolar mixtures of two or more variants.

ESI-TWIMS-MS Instrumentation.

In TWIMS,41–47 ions “surf’ along a stack of addressable electrodes that create an axial wave 

with spatial period L and radially confining rf field. We employed the Synapt G2 system 

(Waters, Milford, MA), where exiting ions are injected into an orthogonal reflectron time-of-

flight (ToF) stage (resolving power Rms of 20,000) and registered.42 As isobaric ions have 

the same velocity under vacuum, their temporal separation at the detector equals the 

difference of transit times (tT) through the IMS stage determined by mobility. Unlike the 

case with drift-tube (DT) IMS, the tT(K) function is not reducible to closed form.42 Hence 

extracting K (to deduce the ion geometries by matching calculations or preceding 

measurements) necessitates a multi-point calibration using standards and is especially 

challenging for macromolecules because variable source conditions and field heating prior to 

and during IMS separation affect the geometries of pertinent standards.42–44 Still, Synapt 

has become the prevalent IMS/MS platform in proteomics and structural biology.45–47 Here 

we look at the variant separations without assigning structures; thus, the tT scale was not 

converted into Ω terms. However, as in FAIMS,14 an internal calibrant - a peptide of similar 
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mass (insulin, 5.8 kDa) was spiked to validate consistency and accurate spectral 

comparisons. The spectra were linearly scaled to align the tT for calibrant peaks.

The key parameters of TWIMS are peak voltage (U), wave speed (s), and the buffer gas 

identity, pressure (P), and temperature (T).42 Separations are mainly governed by the ion 

drift velocity at wavefront relative to its speed:

c = KU /Ls = KoPoTU / PToLs (1)

where subscript “0” denotes quantities at STP (including the reduced mobility K0). The 

resolution is maximized at some c; therefore, the variants with unequal mobility (reflecting 

different geometries and/or charge states z involved) may separate best in differing regimes. 

However, the said maximum is near-flat over c ≈ 0.3 – 0.8, allowing ~4-fold variation of K 

with little resolution loss.42 The mobilities of large peptides with z > 3 depend on z weakly, 

as charging induces unfolding (elevating Ω), and the mobility range for conformers at a 

given z is limited as well.56
‘
59 Hence, peptides in different charge states can often be run 

together. Ions in TWIMS are materially field-heated, which may isomerize flexible 

macromolecules with mobility shifting over time.42,60 As reducing c slows the ion transit,42 

that effect may influence the variant resolution for large peptides apart from its dependence 

on c for fixed geometries. So we have repeated analyses over the practical c range using s of 

650, 1000, and 1900 m/s at U = 40 V with N2 gas at P = 2.2 Torr. The gas flows were 0.5 

L/min N2 to the source (at 100 oC), 0.09 L/min N2 to the (unheated) cell, and 0.18 L/min He 

to the helium gate in front of it.

The ESI source with a 32-gauge steel emitter was run with the infusion flow rate of 20 μL/

min, capillary at 2.8 kV, and sampling cone at 45 V. The geometries of protein and peptide 

ions from ESI may keep the memory of folding in solution and thus depend on the solvent,
61,62 modifying the variant resolution. To assess that, we tested 0.1 μM peptide solutions in 

(i) default 50/49/1 MeOH/H2O/acetic acid (pH = 3), (ii) predominantly organic 90/9/1 

MeOH/H2O/acetic acid, (iii) extremely acidic 97/3 H2O/formic acid (pH = 1.5), and (iv) 

99/1 isopropanol/acetic acid.

The apparent TWIMS resolving power is R = tT/w, where w is the full peak width at half 

maximum. The true R is greater by the logarithmic derivative of tT(Ω), which is ~2 over the 

practical c range where tT(Ω) is near-quadratic.42,54

nESI-TIMS-MS Instrumentation.

In TIMS,48–53 ions radially confined by rf field in a straight section of electrodynamic 

funnel are axially stratified by flowing gas (sucked by MS vacuum) and retarding 

longitudinal dc field E. As E is ramped down, the flow pushes ions in order of decreasing 

mobility to the MS stage - here, an Impact Q-ToF (Bruker, Billerica, MA) with RMS = 

30,000 (at 10 kHz frequency). Separations depend on the gas flow velocity (Vg), trapping 

voltage (Vramp), base voltage (V0ut), and ramp duration (tramp). Isomers emerge at elution 

voltages (Velution) given by:
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K = vg/E ≈ A/ V  elution  − V  out  (2)

where A is a constant fit using internal calibrants52 (here the Agilent Tuning Mix 

components with Ko values of 1.013, 0.835, and 0.740 cm2/(Vs) for respective m/z values of 

622, 922, and 1222) with Velution for each determined from the analysis time corrected for 

delay after elution (using varying ramp times).50 All electrode voltages were managed by 

custom software synchronized with the MS platform controls. The rf amplitude was 250 VPP 

at 880 kHz frequency. The typical dc voltages were: inlet capillary at 40 V, funnel entrance 

at 0 V, Vramp = -(50 – 200) V, and Vout = 60 V. Lower scan rates (Sr = ΔVramp/tramp) 

improve the resolving power; we generally adopted Sr = 0.3 V/ms. The overall fill/trap/

ramp/wait sequence was 10/10/100 – 500/50 ms. With summation of 100 cycles, the longest 

acquisition took ~1 min.

The buffer gas was N2, with vg set by the difference between pressures at the funnel entrance 

(2.6 Torr) and exit (1.0 Torr). Ions were generated by a pulled-tip nESI emitter (biased at 

700 – 1200 V) from 10 μL sample aliquots (0.5 μM in (v) 50/50 MeOH/H2O or (vi) H2O) 

and introduced into the TIMS device via an orthogonal unheated metal capillary. More 

details on the nESI/TIMS hardware and mobility calibration are given in the Supporting 

Information.

The measured mobilities were turned into Ω using the Mason-Schamp formula63

Ω = 3
16

2π
kBT

1
m + 1

M

1/2 ze
NK (3)

where z is the charge state, e is elementary charge, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and N and 

M are the gas number density and molecular mass, respectively. The resolving power is51 R 
= Ω/w.

Results and Discussion

TWIMS Separations.

Using solvent (i), we observed all variants in z = 5 – 11. This range is lower than the z = 8 – 

12 examined in nESI/FAIMS experiments with the same solvent,14 which reflects a different 

ion source and greater instrumental sensitivity that allows collecting IMS data for more 

states (although with low signal at z = 5).

Most IMS spectra were obtained using the default s = 650 m/s (Figure 1). Each variant 

exhibits one defined peak in z = 10, 11 but up to three (fully or partly resolved) ones in z = 6 

– 9. This suggests a gradual transition from compact conformers at low z to unfolded ones at 

high z over several charge states exhibiting rich structural heterogeneity, ubiquitous for 

proteins.56,59 As the scaling42 of tT as ~Ω2 renders Ω about proportional to z(tT)1/2 over the 

practical tT range, we can estimate relative Ω with no scale anchoring (Figure 2 and Figure 
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S1). The S-shape of these plots with a jump between two trend lines for all variants confirms 

unfolding at intermediate charge states. The apparent R is 29 – 33 for all PTMs (average 

over variants and charge states) and 30 – 34 in z = 7 and 9 – 11 (average over variants and 

PTMs). In z = 8, the slightly wider peaks and lower R = 27 likely reflect unresolved 

conformers broadening the peaks in unfolding region. Hence, the performance is consistent 

across PTMs, their locations, and charge states.

The spectra for variants in many charge states significantly differ, but rarely enough for 

satisfactory resolution. The greatest separation is for me3 tails, proven using the mixtures of 

two - five variants (Figure S2 a - d). The best resolution is in z = 6, 8, 9: at the peak apexes, 

K23me3 is largely resolved from all but K27me3 as 8+ ions and all but K36me3 as 9+, 

K27me3 is largely resolved from all but K23me3 or K36me3 as 8+, and K36me3 is 

baseline-resolved from others as 6+ and 9+. K9me3 is filtered from others in z = 10, 11 (not 

at the apex). As MS/MS can fully characterize binary variant mixtures, this partial resolution 

helps more than may seem: e.g., one can use 10+ or 11+ to detect and reasonably quantify 

K9me3, 8+ for K27me3 (in K27me3/K36me3 mix), and 9+ for K23me3 (in K23me3/

K36me3 mix), while the K4me3 and K36me3 variants with PTMs on bookend sites need no 

separation. This strategy demands no prior knowledge of the IMS spectra for each variant, 

although that would accelerate analyses by revealing the optimum drift times and charge 

states.

This successful separation was limited to the me3 case. For the isobaric acetylation, no 

variant is fully resolved in any state. The K9ac and K36ac are filtered in 10+ at the longest 

and shortest tT, respectively (with large signal loss), but separating those “bookend” variants 

is not crucial. K14ac is enriched at the lesser peak in 9+, but intense contamination by other 

variants makes that of little utility. The situation for phosphorylation is more promising. One 

can cleanly filter the Y41p variant at its peak apex in 7+ and T3p and S10p (away from 

apexes) in respectively 11+ and 10+, and T6p/S28p mix near the apex of S28p in 6+ (the 

S10p contribution there would not compromise the analysis for T6p and S28p with occupied 

external sites). For single methylation with just three variants here, the major task is 

separating K9me with PTM in the middle. That is feasible (a bit off apex) in 10+ and 11+, 

and the K4me variant can be filtered (away from the apex) in 10+. The profile for K23me 

differs from those for K4me and K9me in 8+ and 9+ substantially, but not enough for clean 

filtering. The separations for p and me variants are also verified using selected mixtures 

(Figure S2 e, f).

The peak pattern in Figure 1 is consistent over the practical wave speed range: raising s from 

650 to 1000 and 1900 m/s increases tT from 4 – 7 to 6 – 10 and 10 – 25 ms without 

significantly moving the relative peak positions (Figure 3 and Figure S3). To quantify, the tT 

sets at s of 650 and 1000 m/s are correlated with r2 (average over all charge states) of 0.95 

for ac and 0.85 for me3, where the transitions between major conformers at some z interfere 

with correlation (Figure S4). The respective r2 for pairs at s = 1000 and 1900 m/s decrease to 

still high 0.90 and 0.79 (excluding one outlier). Hence the ion geometries are largely 

conserved between ~5 and ~20 ms. The resolving power is unchanged at s = 1000 m/s 

(apparent R of 29 – 35 in z = 7 and 9 – 11 and R = 25 in z = 8 upon averaging over all me3 

and ac variants), but drops at s = 1900 m/s (to R = 17 – 28 in z = 7 and 9 – 11 and R = 14 in 
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z = 8). Thus, the variant resolution at s = 1000 m/s is close to that at s = 650 m/s but 

deteriorates at s = 1900 m/s outside the optimum range.42 Substitution of ESI solvent has 

minor effects on IMS spectra in any given charge state (Figure S5). This agrees with the 

analyses64 of unmodified histone tails using Synapt G2, where the mobilities at fixed z were 

same with solvent pH of 2 and 6.5. More acidic or organic media favor higher z as 

anticipated,64,65 and solvents (ii) and (iii) produced me3 variants in z = 12 observed14 in 

FAIMS. However, we saw no significant variant resolution for 12+ ions (Figure S6).

Hence the variant separations by ESI-TWIMS are independent of the source and kinetic 

factors, likely reflecting the equilibrium ion geometries formed in the desolvation region. 

Then overcoming insufficient variant resolution requires IMS of higher resolving power, 

such as TIMS.

TIMS Separations.

We observed z = 6 – 11 for all PTMs (K4me3 and K27me3 were not studied because of 

sample shortage). The resolving power for base peaks at Sr = 0.3 V/ms is ~8o - 280, with 

mean of −150 – 170 for each PTM. The overall average (R = 167) is >5× that with TWIMS 

(R = 32), yielding multiple (up to −10) substantial peaks for all variants in each z except 6 

and 10 (Figure 4 and Table S1). These metrics match those for multiply-charged unmodified 

peptides.66 We now note no drop of R in z = 8: instead of peak broadening, multiple 

conformers produce rich spectra for all variants. The Ω values increase at higher z due to 

unfolding, and relative Ω values match those estimated from TWIMS data (Figure 2 and 

Figure S1). This validates our approximation to obtain the relative Ω from raw TWIMS 

spectra and points to similar ion geometries in the two separations.

With the TIMS residence time of ~40 – 400 ms (depending on tramp), even the shortest is 

much beyond the longest in TWIMS. Gas-phase protein conformations may evolve over 

time, specifically on the −5 – 500 ms scale relevant here.67,68 Present TIMS experiments 

employed soft ion injection without activation. However, the IMS spectra for for all variants 

and charge states do not significantly depend on tramp or solvent (v) versus (vi) (Figure 5 and 

Figure S7). Therefore, we focus on the data obtained at maximum resolution (tramp = 500 

ms) using solvent (v), which provides a higher and more stable ion signal.

The three me3 variants can be largely separated using z = 6 – 9, 11 (Figure 4). One can filter 

K36me3 from K9me3 and K23me3 best at the major peak c in 6+ and lesser a in 9+, largely 

K23me3 from others at the major peaks c in 8+ and b in 9+, and readily K9me3 from 

K36me3 in z = 6, 8, 9, 11. Resolving K9me3 from K23me3 is difficult: the best outcome is a 

~3× enhancement in 8+ at the major peak d or e. However, separation to the binary mixtures 

(by resolving the K9me3/K23me3 mix and K36me3) is trivial. As seen in DTIMS and 

FAIMS analyses,14,38 the spectra are “quantized”: most variants exhibit features at discrete 

Ω bands (labeled in Figure 4) in different proportions. This suggests a set of energetically 

competitive folds persisting across variants, with relative energies and thus populations 

dependent on the PTM position.

Despite many more features, these separations track the order and often the relative spread 

of cross sections found in TWIMS (Figure 1): K9me3 < K23me3 < K36me3 in 6+ similar Ω 
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for leftmost peaks with features c, d for K36me3 and (with higher Ω) d for K23me3 in 7+, 

K36me3 < K23me3 K9me3 for major peaks in 8+, and K9me3 < K23me3 ≤ K36me3 for 

those in 11+. The starkest similarity is in 9+ here K9me3 has one major peak d with feet b 
and c K23me3 has three peaks (largest b, smallest c, and medium d); K36me3 has two 

intense peaks (a and larger c), and the overall order is K36a < K23b ~ K9b < K36c ≤ K23c 
< K9d < K23d. The only difference is that in 10+ all variants coincide in Figure 4 but 

K9me3 lies to the left of others in Figure 1.

The results for other PTMs are similar. With acetylation (Figure 4), there is modest 

separation in 6+, but K9ac and K18ac are well-resolved from K14ac and K27ac (and vice 

versa) at the peak apexes in 7+. The blow-up of conformational multiplicity in 8+ obstructs 

separations, but K27ac is filtered from others at f. The 9+ state permits excellent resolution 

of K14ac from others at the major peak d and intense e (and vice versa at the major peaks 

for others a, b c), and of K9ac at b from K14ac and K27ac. Each variant exhibits one major 

peak in 10+ as with the me3 case, but here those are dispersed enough to resolve K9ac and 

K36ac from others at the apexes. In 11+, all variants are similar except K36ac filtered at the 

major peak a. These properties permit multiple protocols to quantify all variants in a 

mixture. The optimum may be to isolate K9ac in 10+, K14ac in 9+, K27ac in 8+, and K36ac 

in 10+ or 11+ (not truly necessary for the bookend K9ac and K36ac). K18ac is not resolved 

in any state individually but is resolved to binary mixtures (K9ac/K18ac at the peak apex in 

7+ and K18ac/K27ac right of the c apex in 9+), allowing redundant quantification by ETD. 

The order of peaks across charge states also correlates with TWIMS data. For example, that 

in 10+ is K36ac < K18ac ≤ K27ac < K14ac < K9ac in TIMS and similar K36ac < K27ac ≤ 

K18ac = K14ac < K9ac in TWIMS (Figure 1).

With phosphorylation (Figure 4), one can pull out (at apexes) S28p and Y41p in 6+, T3p in 

10+ and 11+, and S10p in 10+. As with ac variants, here one (T6p) is not cleanly resolved in 

any z but is filtered in T 6p/S28p mix at the apes in 6+ and T6p/S10p mix at the apex in 10+ 

(best) and peak i in 8+. Hence, all variants are quantifiable employing ETD, The correlation 

with TWIMS data is clear: e.g., the peak order (Figure 1) is consistently Y41p < S10p < T3p 

< T6p < S28p in 6+ and T3p < T6p < Y41p < S28p < S10p in 10+. As with TWIMS, the 

separations projected from individual spectra were confirmed using binary mixtures (Figure 

S8).

With me variants, the spectra in z = 6 – 8 provide only a limited separation (Figure 4). We 

can filter K4me at the major peak apex in 10+ and (less cleanly) K23me at peak a in 9+. The 

K9me is filtered from K4me right of the apex in z = 10 and (not cleanly) from K23me on the 

left of major peaks in 6+ or 11+. Thus, each variant can be filtered individually or as a 

dominant component of binary mixtures. The correlation with TWIMS data is seen from the 

peak order K9me < K4me < K23me in 11+ or intense peaks on the left for only K23me in 

8+ and 9+ (Figure 1).

Correlations between Separation Dimensions

The analyses of the same peptide set in FAIMS14 and two linear IMS systems allow 

exploration of pairwise correlations between separations within and between those 
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dimensions: across charge states in TWIMS and TIMS and for the same species in the 

TWIMS/TIMS/FAIMS space.

Separations of all variants in TWIMS notably differ across charge states. This may be 

quantified via pairwise linear correlation between separation parameter sets.14,34 Here, the 

mean r2 for tT correlations over z = 5 – 11 (Figure S9) equal 0.23, 0.24, and 0.25 for me3, 

ac, and p variants respectively (with 21 pairs each). The values for Ω in TIMS are the same: 

0.23 (ac variants) and 0.24 (p variants) for z = 6, 7, 10, 11 with single dominant peaks 

(Figure S10) and 26 and 0.18, respectively, if we add z = 8, 9 using base peaks. The 

aggregate r2 over all PTMs is 0.24 ± 0.04 standard error (for 63 pairs) with Synapt and 

likewise 0.22 ± 0.03 with TIMS, also equal to 0.25 ± 0.05 (for 30 pairs with z = 8 – 12 for 

me3, ac, and p variants) with14 FAIMS (Table 2). This manifests an essentially perfect 

orthogonality across charge states, previously demonstrated in FAIMS14,34 but not linear 

IMS separations of any PTM localization variants.

We can also quantify the correlation between TWIMS and TIMS seen in comparisons of 

cross sections (Figure 2) and spectra (Figures 1 and 4), best for ac and p variants with five tT 

and Ω points. Calculations for z = 8, 9 are complicated by multiple intense features in both 

data sets that need integration; therefore, we restricted the comparison to z = 6, 7, 10, 11 

with at most two major peaks. The resulting r2 values (Figure S11) are 0.7 – 1.0 (mean = 

0.76) for ac and 0.9 – 1.0 (mean = 0.95) for p variants (higher r2 for the latter reflect a 

greater variant separation diminishing the relative random error of peak spacings). These 

values with aggregate r2 = 0.86 ± 0.05 (Table 2) show strong correlation, especially as we 

ignored the smaller features in TIMS spectra and tT is not proportional to Ω. The accord 

between TWIMS and TIMS data despite dissimilar ESI and ion heating regimes and ~50× 

longer separation in TIMS shows the ion geometries conserved over ~5 – 300 ms and 

supports the formation of equilibrium conformers in the source. The present similarity 

between TWIMS and TIMS separations mirrors that for peptides with D/L residue swaps,66 

though just two epimers per peptide there allowed no r2 values.

This orthogonality of separations across charge states, their number generated by ESI, and 

impressive resolving power enable TIMS to disentangle all variants tried to at least the 

binary mixtures. That said, separation to individual variants would be beneficial. Also, the 

histone stoichiometries have up to ~50 known variants,69,70 with further less abundant 

variants likely to be discovered. Fully characterizing such complex endogenous samples 

involving spectral congestion requires yet greater peak capacity (pc) that could come from 2-

D FAIMS/IMS separations, depending on the orthogonality between dimensions.

The complementarity of FAIMS and linear IMS separations of histone tails is evident from 

different loci of variant resolution across charge states. For example, that for me3 variants 

maximizes for z = 8, 9 in TWIMS (Figure 1) or TIMS (Figure 4) vs. 10 and 11 in FAIMS.14 

Within a given state, some variants resolved by FAIMS may co-elute in TIMS and vice 

versa. For instance, in z = 10, the K18ac and K27ac merged in TIMS are separated by 

FAIMS baseline,14 whereas TIMS partly resolves K14ac and K27ac merged in FAIMS.14 

Broadly, the FAIMS dimension is correlated to TWIMS/TIMS with mean r2 (over z = 8 – 

11) of 0.51/0.42 for ac and 0.53/0.60 for p variants (Figure 6 and Figure S12), with the 
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aggregate of 0.52 ± 0.07 for 16 pairs (Table 2). Proteomic findings are often validated by 

negative testing of a priori false suppositions using decoy databases.71 Inspired by that, we 

computed the “decoy correlations” of FAIMS to TWIMS/TIMS separations for same 

variants in all wrong charge states (48 pairs, Figure S13). The associated mean r2 of 0.22 

± 0.05 (with TWIMS or TIMS) is apart from the above for correct states but matches the r2 

for correlations across those in TWIMS or TIMS that apparently make the random baseline 

(Table 2). Therefore, the correlation between linear IMS and FAIMS is real but is below 

50% upon baseline subtraction.

Accordingly, the 2-D pc of FAIMS/IMS separations for middle-down peptides must be over 

half of the product of pc for each stage (defined as the occupied separation space, d, over 

mean w of peaks). Here in TIMS, the typical d ≈ 100 A and w ≈ 10 Å in a “good” charge 

state yield pc ~ 10 (e.g., 8 for p variants in 6+ and 10+, or 14 and 11 for me3 variants in 8+ 

and 9+). In FAIMS,14 the typical pc in one state was ~25 (with d ≈ 30 V/cm and w ≈ 1.2 V/

cm). Hence, the pc of FAIMS/IMS would be >125 in one state, and easily >500 in all (near-

orthogonal) states. The values would be greater for more complex samples (as the separation 

space statistically widens) and the number of available charge states can be augmented (e.g., 

via supercharging).72–74 Despite much of this pc taken up by the conformers of each variant,
14 it should still suffice to largely fractionate the known isomeric proteoform sets at least 

into binary mixtures.

Conclusions

Linear IMS with resolving power >100 (specifically TIMS) can broadly separate the PTM 

localization variants of “middle-down” peptides, here histone tails with ~50 residues 

comprising common PTMs: methylation(s), acetylation, or phosphorylation. Although only 

some variants (at best) are resolved in each charge state generated by ESI, the separations 

are orthogonal across states and all variants were filtered in some to at least binary mixtures 

quantifiable by ETD MS/MS. The serial Bruker timsToF Pro system featuring another 

funnel trap prior to the TIMS cell would deliver similar separations with improved 

sensitivity due to a higher duty cycle. The much lower resolving power of (commercial) 

TWIMS limits separation to a few variants, but all relative mobilities reproduce those in 

TIMS despite dissimilar ESI and IMS conditions. Separations are also independent of the 

ESI solvent or IMS residence time (from ~5 to ~300 ms), though less denaturing solvents 

and/or conditions may change that. This suggests that we deal with stable conformers 

thermalized prior to separation, wherein results would transfer to other IMS systems 

including DTIMS.75 This indicates cataloging the Ω values for all histone proteoforms. 

However, ETD (with a normal time scale of ~1o - 100 ms) is harder to add after time-

dispersive separations that output transient ion packets (such as DTIMS and TWIMS) in 

comparison to TIMS, where the ramp can be arbitrarily slow. These findings agree with 

those for D/L peptides66 but extend beyond ~3 kDa considered there.

The linear IMS and FAIMS separations14 for same set of variants are ~50% orthogonal (as 

for tryptic peptides).76 Hence, online FAIMS/IMS based on existing technology ought to 

provide a 2-D peak capacity of several hundred across charge states, enabling separation of 

most complex known proteoform mixtures.
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Figure 1. 
TWIMS analysis of histone tail variants: spectra for z = 6 – 11 (measured with solvent (i) 

using s = 650 m/s).
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Figure 2. 
Relative (approximate) cross sections for K9me3 (dominant peaks). Lines guide through 

trends below and above the transition region. Data for K9ac are in Figure S1.
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Figure 3. 
TWIMS spectra for K27me3/K36me3 mix (z = 9) measured with solvent (i) depending on 

the waveform speed (solid black lines), with fits by scaled individual traces (colored lines) 

and their computed sum (dotted lines). Data for other speeds and mixtures are in Figure S3.
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Figure 4. 
TIMS analysis of histone tail variants: spectra (cross section scale) for z = 6 – 11 (with 

solvent (v), tramp = 500 ms), substantial features labeled.
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Figure 5. 
TIMS spectra for K23me3 8+ measured at (a) tramp = 100 and 500 ms from solvent (v) and 

(b) tramp = 500 ms from solvents (v) and (vi). Results for other tramp, variants and charge 

states are in Figure S7.
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Figure 6. 
Linear correlations between FAIMS and TIMS separations for ac variants (r2 marked). The 

plots involving TWIMS and for p variants are in Figure S12.
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Table 1.

Sequence of H3 tail and PTM localizations

Sequence PTM Positions

ART3K4QT6ARK9S10

TGGK14APRK18QL
ATK23AARK27S28AP
ATGGVK36KPHR
Y41RPGTVALRE

me K4, K9, K23

me3 K4, K9, K23, K27, K36

ac K9, K14, K18, K27, K36

p T3, T6, S10, S28, Y41
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Table 2.

Linear correlations between separations (averaged over all PTMs and charge states): r2 values with standard 

errors of mean

TWIMS (z1) TIMS (z1) FAIMS (z1)

TWIMS (z1)
0.91 ± 0.03

a
0.52 ± 0.10

e

TWIMS (z2)
0.24 ± 0.04

b
0.22 ± 0.05

f

TIMS (z1)
0.86 ± 0.05

c
0.52 ± 0.11

g

TIMS (z2)
0.22 ± 0.03

d
0.22 ± 0.04

h

FAIMS (z2)
0.25 ± 0.05

i

a.
In TWIMS at s = 650 vs. 1000 m/s

b.
In TWIMS for same peptides in different z

c.
For same ion species in TWIMS vs. TIMS

d.
In TIMS for same variants in different z

e.
For same ion species in TWIMS vs. FAIMS (8 pairs)

f.
For 24 variants in TWIMS vs. same with other z in FAIMS

g.
For same ion species in TIMS vs. FAIMS (8 pairs)

h.
For 24 variants in TIMS vs. same with other z in FAIMS

i.
In FAIMS for same variants with different z (30 pairs).14
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